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InfoMail Nr. 1097: 
BUCH THE SOLO BEATLES FILM & TV CHRONICLE 1971-1980 
 
 
 

Hallo M.B.M., hallo BEATLES-Fan, 
 

die Fortsetzung vom Buch THE BEATLES FILMS & TV CHORNICLE 
1960-1970 ist da. 
Das Buch THE SOLO BEATLES FILMS & TV CHORNICLE 1971-1980 
ist eine hervorragende Erweiterung zum ersten Buch: 

 

 
Montag, 25. Mai 2009: THE BEATLES 
BUCH THE SOLO BEATLES FILM & TV CHRONICLE 1971-1980 

29,90 Euro 
Autor: Jörg Pieper. Verlag: Lulu.com;  
Paperback; Hochformat 21,6 cm x 27,9 cm; 330 Seiten; über 100 Fotos; englischsprachig.  
 

Pressetext: This book is meant as a companion volume to THE BEATLES FILM & TV CHRONICLE 1961 - 1970 and covers the 
first ten years of the solo careers of the individual BEATLES from 1971 to 1980. It is the indispensable reference book for every 
serious BEATLES video collector, with several years worth of research and investigation into the massive amount of film material 
held in archives around the world. The book includes details on over 100 hours worth of solo material, with many items covered for 
the very first time, and is fully illustrated with over one hundred thumbnail images taken from a variety of film sources. As a bonus, 
the book also includes a chapter of updates regarding recently discovered and new information about films of the BEATLES as a 
group during the years from 1961 to 1970. 
 

Bei uns erhältst Du ein  
vom Autor signiertes Exemplar 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Dieses Buch THE BEATLES FILMS & TV CHORNICLE 
1960-1970 ist ebenfalls noch erhältlich: 
 

Montag, 29. August 2005:  
BUCH THE BEATLES FILM & TV CHRONICLE 1961-1970.      39,90 € 
Autoren: Jörg Pieper and Volker Path. Hardcover; Hochformat 24 cm x 17 cm; 448 Seiten; englischsprachig. 
 

The book is the result of more than 10 years of research, including countless hours spent studying the footage - 
some of which was undated and untitled - in an attempt to catalogue each and every minute in chronological order. 
Details every second of moving pictures that is known to have survived through the years. Television shows, 
concerts, promos, feature film projects, documentaries, newsreels, private footage, avant-garde films - every single 
frame of film is covered in this book! The chronicle kicks off with a bang, as the first entry details a previously 
undocumented colour film of the BEATLES on stage in Hamburg in 1961. Then the journey continues through the 
band’s early appearances on television in Britain, their conquest of America and the world, on to their big-screen 
adventures and pioneering use of promotional films, right until the end of 1970, the year of the BEATLES’ break-
up. Also included are details of many private films and home movies from archives and collections around the 

globe. Moreover, the BEATLES Film & TV Chronicle contains a complete rundown of all UK television shows that featured an appearance of the 
BEATLES or any of its members. This amazing book is the first to present the complete story of the BEATLES on film and television, offering a fresh and 
unique perspective on one of the most exciting phenomena in the history of pop and rock music. This thoroughly detailed and meticulously researched 
volume attempts to set the record straight about exactly what footage of the BEATLES still exists in the numerous film archives around the world. 
Released on 28th of August at the BEATLES Week in Liverpool. 
 

Viele Grüße aus Halle an der Saale senden Dir 
Martin & Stefan 

Beatles Museum, Alter Markt 12, 06108 Halle (Saale); Tel. 0345-2903900  -  Angebote freibleibend und so lange der Vorrat reicht. Fehler vorbehalten. 


